[Propagation of hepatitis E virus in several cell lines including human embryo lung diploid cell KMB17].
To investigate the hepatitis E virus (HEV) sensitive cells and its tissue culture conditions. The HEV from dejecta supernatant of patients with acute hepatitis E was amplified and activated by passaged in Rhesus. Then, the positive dejecta samples of infected monkeys were dealt with super-centrifugation and virus for culture was obtained. Various human-derived (including KMB17, A549, BEL7402, and Hela) and non-human primates derived cells (Vero) were inoculated with HEV. Sensitivity of cells to HEV was measured by CPE (cytopathic effect), RT-PCR and immunofluorescence. CPE in KMB17, A549 and BEL7402 cells appeared during 7-9 days, meanwhile, cells shelled during 11-13 days on the first filial generation. The existence of HEV genome +RNA and replicated -RNA was still detectable by RT-PCR after the tenth filial generation. Neither CPE nor amplification of HEV genome RNA could be detected in Hela and Vero cells after the second to fourth filial generation. HEV could also be detected from inoculated KMB17 cells by immunofluorescence and RT-PCR. It indicates that KMB17, A549 and BEL7402 cells are sensitive to HEV under the experimental culture conditions, while Hela and Vero cells are insensitive. Tissue culture system of HEV in certain filial generation is established.